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57 ABSTRACT 

A system (FIGS. 7 and 8) and method (FIG. 1) for video 
tranmission of active events, for example Sports events, 
having in the background physical images in designated 
targets, wherein the physical images are electronically 
eXchanged with preselected virtual images, So that objects or 
Shadows actually blocking potions of the physical images 
will be seen by viewers as blocking the same portions of the 
Virtual images, and the motion of playerS or a ball blocking 
the physical image will block corresponding regions of the 
eXchanged virtual images, So that the exchange electronic 
image will remain in the background of the event, exactly as 
the original image. 

4 Claims, 19 Drawing Sheets 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR 
DETECTING, IDENTIFYING AND 

INCORPORATING ADVERTISEMENTS IN A 
VIDEO 

The present invention relates to apparatus and methods 
for Superimposing a Small video image into a larger video 
image. 

International Sports events or other spectacles generally 
draw the interest and attention of Spectators in many coun 
tries. For example, the Olympics, Superbowl, World Cup, 
major basketball and Soccer games, auto races etc. fit into 
this category. Such events are generally broadcast live by 
Video to a large international audience. The locale in which 
these events take place, Such as Stadiums or courts, provide 
advertising space all around in the form of Signs, posters or 
other displayS on fences and billboards, and in fact on any 
unoccupied Space Suitably located, including Sections of the 
playing field. 

Due to the nature of the displays, which are mostly in the 
form of printed matter, they are not changed too frequently 
and remain at least for a day, or a Series or a whole Season, 
and are directed mostly at local audiences. In cases where 
two teams from different countries play each other, the 
advertisements are usually arranged So that one Side of the 
Stadium contains advertisements directed to audiences in 
one country, while the other Side has advertisements directed 
to the Spectators in the other country. 

The Video cameras in these instances film the event from 
opposite sides of the Stadium for their respective audiences. 
This of course is logistically complicated and limits the 
angle from which the events can be seen in either of the 
countries represented in the game. 

Another limitation to present methods of advertising is 
the Stringent Safety requirements for positioning the 
billboards, So as not to interfere with the game, nor disturb 
the View of the Spectators in the Stadium, nor pose a danger 
to the players. The displayS must not be too close to the 
actual field of action, So as not to distract the players. 
A most Serious drawback of the present System for 

advertising at major world Sports events is the fact that 
although the event is televised live throughout the world, the 
actual physical advertisements in the Stadium, because of 
their broad international exposure, can only cater to products 
having a world market. 

Local advertisers can only make use of Such world-class 
televised events by locally Superimposing messages on the 
TV screen, or by interrupting the real time of the event. 

Another drawback of the existing System is that over 
long time periods, due to the Scanning of the TV camera, the 
signs appear too blurred to be read by the TV viewers. On 
many other occasions, only part of the Sign is visible to the 
TV viewers and the sign cannot be read. 

The following reference, the disclosure of which is 
incorporated herein by reference, describes Gaussian edge 
detection: 

J. F. Canny, “A computational approach to edge 
detection', IEEE Trans. Pattern Analysis and Machine 
Intelligence, Vol. 8, pp. 679–698, November, 1986. 

The present invention relates to a System and method for 
detecting, identifying and Scaling in a Video frame, Suitable 
distinct targets and areas and inserting into these areas 
Virtual images Stored in the memory of the System, So that 
all objects or Shadows in front of the distinct areas blocking 
portions thereof from view will be seen in a video trans 
mission as being in front of and blocking the same portions 
of the areas containing virtual images. 
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2 
A particular feature of the invention is to operate the 

System in real time. The invention also provides apparatus 
for operating the System. The invention is particularly useful 
for advertising in Sports courts. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a System 
and method for Video transmission of active events, for 
example Sports events, having in the background physical 
images in designated targets, wherein the physical images 
are electronically exchanged with preselected virtual 
images, So that objects or Shadows actually blocking por 
tions of the physical images will be seen by Viewers as 
blocking the same portions of the Virtual images, and the 
motion of playerS or a ball blocking the physical image will 
block corresponding regions of the exchanged virtual image, 
So that the exchanged electronic image will remain in the 
background of the event, exactly as the original image. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the 
physical image to be Substituted is detected, recognized, and 
located automatically and is replaced within one TV frame 
So that the original image is not perceptible to the TV 
Viewers. In this embodiment no man is required in the loop 
during line broadcasting. 

Since the same physical image may be captured by a 
plurality of TV cameras deployed in various locations 
around the court, and each camera usually has a continuous 
Zoom lens, the System is able to detect and identify a certain 
physical target in all possible Spatial orientations and mag 
nifications of the target. 

The System is also capable of unequivocally identifying 
the Scale and perspective of the physical target and normal 
izing the implanted virtual image into the same perspective. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a System 
and method of implanting in Video transmission, Virtual 
images in predetermined “free” background areas generally 
unsuitable for displaying physical Signs, like he sports court 
itself. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the 
task of detection and identification of these free ares is 
executed automatically. 
A further object of the present invention is to automati 

cally identify cases in which the physical billboard appears 
blurred due to camera Scanning or jitter and to replace the 
blurred sign with a clearer one or to alternatively apply the 
Same blurring degree to the replacing Sign So that it will have 
an appearance Similar to its neighboring Signs. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to auto 
matically identify a case in which only a Small portion of the 
billboard is visible in the camera a field of view and to 
replace this Small portion with the whole image of the 
original billboard. 

Still another object of the invention is to automatically 
identify cases in which the resolution of the captured bill 
board image is not sufficient for the TV viewers and to 
electronically replace them with larger virtual billboards so 
that their message may be conveniently captured by the 
Viewers. 

Another object of the invention is to perform the implan 
tation described above on a Succession of Video frames. 

Yet another object of the invention is to provide the 
above System and method for electronic exchange or plant 
ing of Virtual images in real time. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a system 

and method for Video broadcasting the Same event to dif 
ferent populations of viewers in real time, with different 
electronic messages Substituted in the Spaces occupied by 
physical displayS. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a system 
and method for utilization of available Space in a Stadium 
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unused by physical displays for the purpose of advertising 
by planting therein electronic virtual images during real time 
broadcasting of an event taking place in a Stadium. 

Still a further object of the invention is to provide 
apparatus for use in Video transmission for exchanging 
physical images with Virtual images or planting virtual 
images in unused background areas during an event in real 
time video transmission, without disturbing the actual trans 
mission of the event. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, there is provided a System and method for 
broadcasting active events being captured by a TV camera, 
wherein Virtual images are electronically Substituted in or 
Superimposed on targets Selected from physical displayS and 
preSelected background regions, including an electronic data 
bank of event locales and targets therein, a memory unit for 
Storing digitized virtual imageS for Substitution in the 
targets, apparatus for grabbing and digitizing Video frames, 
apparatus for automatic target Searching in digitized Video 
frames and for detecting targets therein, apparatus for 
localization, Verifying and identifying the targets, apparatus 
for comparing the detected targets with corresponding tar 
gets in the data bank, apparatus for Scaling and identifying 
the perspective of the original target and transforming the 
Virtual Substitute image into the same Scale and perspective, 
apparatus for real-time Video tracking of a detected target 
throughout a Succession of frames, and for the identification 
of target magnification (Zoom) or changes in perspective, 
apparatus for distinguishing between non-background 
objects and shadows that block portions of the detected 
targets, apparatus for electronically transferring the objects 
and shadows from the original video frame to the substituted 
frame, apparatus for inserting the electronically transformed 
Virtual image into the Video frame Substituting the original 
image in the target without this transformation being per 
ceptible by the viewers, apparatus for receiving and Storing 
Virtual images and generating a virtual imageS data bank, 
apparatus for generating a locale data bank either prior or 
during an event (a learning System) and Video signal input 
Output apparatuS. 

For this purpose the System uses a special method for the 
automatic detection and identification of targets using one or 
more of the following attributes: 
geometry-Such as the physical configuration of bill 

boards (rectangular shape or parallel lines attribute) as 
Seen from different angles and magnifications, 

texture of slogans and graphics-Such as for example in 
posters, 

character recognition, 
field or court lines—which Serve as references for desig 

nating free court areas, 
Standard objects that have typical shape and texture 

Such as post, backboard, basket and/or a player's Shirt, 
colour, and 
objects and Shadows temporarily blocking portions of the 

image intended to be exchanged. 
The method clearly identifies the Subject target at any 

capturing angle and range and in any Zoom State, and 
preferably in real time, so that the original billboard will not 
be perceptible to the TV viewers. The method typically 
identifies, in any frame, a relatively large number of targets 
(up to 20 targets or more in an extreme case). 

Blocking objects and Shadows are distinguished from the 
background image by means of 

comparing the detected target (partially blocked) with the 
Same target Stored in the System's data bank. The 
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4 
Smooth and processed difference image between the 
two is the image of hidden Surfaces which forms a part 
of the blocking object. This procedure may be imple 
mented also by using correlation windows and identi 
fying a low value of the correlation coefficient as being 
due to occlusion, 

motion detection-to identify objects that move with 
respect to the background, 

texture and geometric shape-distinguishing a player, 
ball or Shadow from a sign, slogan or graphic image 
etc., and 

colour-and shades of colour. 
The electronic exchange is preferably instant and unno 

ticeable by the viewer Since a perceptible exchange is 
usually unaccepted by the TV networks. Alternatively, it is 
possible to continuously “fade” the original image while 
enhancing the virtual image. 

False identification of targets and images is preferably 
avoided. 
The substituted target should be localized to sub-pixel 

accuracy So that the replacing target be spatially fixed with 
respect to the frame during the whole succession of TV 
frames in which the target is inside the camera's field of 
View. This accuracy is due to the fact that the human eye is 
Sensitive to Sub-pixel motions. 
The methods preferably employ Special parallel and pipe 

lined processing hardware which will allow carrying out 
Simultaneously the large number of operations involved in 
this process. 
The method of this invention preferably uses two optional 

Sub-Systems: 
a) Digital Image Converter and Storage Unit-consisting of 

an electro-optical Scanner for digital conversion and Stor 
age of Virtual images, for constructing a memory unit for 
imageS Such as advertisements. The System may also have 
the possibility of inputting imageS Such as advertisements 
in other ways, as by digital interface (magnetic, optical 
disc, communication link) or video port, and may further 
include a graphics programme and man-machine interface 
for designing virtual images (like slogans) “on-the-Spot'. 

b) Locale “learning” and storage System-for creating a data 
bank of targets and fixed objects in locales Such as 
Stadiums and fields, including: Signs (location, shape, 
colour and type-one-time, Seasonal, etc.), court markets 
(lines, colour, goal/basket, post), etc. 
These two Sub-Systems can operate off-line or can be part 

of the basic system. The system can “learn' the details of the 
court in the course of a live event and create/update its data 
bank for future use. This can also be done using the trial 
shots taken before the event Starts. 
The method involves the following steps: 
When the live or previously recorded video film is being 

transmitted, the following Steps take place: 
1) Frame grabbing and digitization—each video frame is 

grabbed and each pixel value is digitized and Stored in 
System memory, 

2) Searching—the captured video frame is Scanned to 
detect either actual physical displays (like the icons 
Stored in the memory) or background regions Suitable 
for implantation whose Specifications have been pre 
defined. After detection, Suspected targets, i.e. displayS, 
are checked for unequivocal identification. This is 
accomplished by identification of messages and graph 
ics in the displayS, or of colour and texture attributes 
using Standard pattern recognition techniques like edge 
correlation and region matching methods, character 
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recognition, neutral network techniques and So on. 
After the target (display) has been identified and accu 
rately localized, its optical magnification and perspec 
tive are computed and the locations of all other Stored 
targets (displays) in the frame are consecutively pre 
dicted using the locale’s lay-out in the data bank, giving 
the System positive Search clues for additional targets in 
the same Video frame. 

3) Blocked Surface identification-when a given message 
area or display region is positively identified in a frame, 
the target (display) is compared with its properly Scaled 
Stored image (icon) and those areas of the display that 
are temporarily blocked by an object Such as by the 
body of a player, by a ball or a shadow etc. are revealed 
after proper Smoothing and processing of the results. 
The pixel addresses of these Surfaces are Stored So that 
these Surfaces will later be Superimposed on the Sub 
Stituted image. 

4) Scaling, perspective transformation and Substitution 
when a physical image display or a free location is 
identified and localized, the memory of the System is 
Searched to find the desired virtual image to be Substi 
tuted or implanted. The eXchanged virtual image 
(patch) is then first normalized to acquire the proper 
Size and perspective of the original physical image and 
identified blocked Surfaces are then removed, So that 
the exchanged image looks like a background display 
or as a painted display on the court. 

5) Real-time Video tracking-typically a given display is 
visible for a few second before it moves out of the 
camera's field of view. The system preferably uses 
previous frames information to track a given display 
throughout this Succession of frames. To do that, con 
ventional Video tracking techniques, Such as edge, 
centroid or correlation tracking methods, are executed. 
These methods should incorporate Subpixel accuracy 
estimates. Tracking of playerS or of the ball can also be 
instrumental to identify blocking portions in the case 
where target icons are not stored in the System memory 
or for implantation in free regions. 

There is thus provided, in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, apparatus for adver 
tisement incorporation including a field grabber operative to 
grab and digitize at least one field representing at least a 
portion of a Sports facility, and an advertisement incorpo 
rator operative to incorporate, into at least one field, an 
advertisement whose contents varies over time. 

Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, the advertisement incorporator includes 
an advertisement Site detector operative to detect at least one 
advertisement Site in at least one field on a basis other than 
location of the advertisement Site relative to the Sports 
facility. 

Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, the advertisement incorporator is 
operative to incorporate an advertisement into at least one 
field at a partially occluded advertisement Site within the 
Sports facility. 

Still further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, the contents of the advertisement 
varies in accordance with a predetermined Schedule. 

Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention, the contents of the advertisement 
varies in accordance with an external input. 

Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, the advertisement incorporator also 
includes an audience noise evaluator operative to detect and 
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6 
evaluate a level of noise generated by an audience and to 
provide a noise level input to the advertisement incorporator 
and wherein the contents of the advertisement varies in 
accordance with the noise level input. 

There is additionally provided, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, a method for 
advertisement incorporation including grabbing and digitiz 
ing at least one field representing at least a portion of a Sports 
facility, and incorporating into at least one field, an adver 
tisement whose contents varies over time. 
The present invention will be understood and appreciated 

more fully from the following detailed description, taken in 
conjunction with the drawings and appendices in which: 

FIG. 1 is a logical flow diagram of the processes and tasks 
required in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
method of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the basis and sub-system 
modules in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a basic processing unit; 
FIG. 4 illustrates a minimum basic on-line system in 

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 5 illustrates a minimum basic off-line system in 
accordance with the invention; 

FIG. 6 illustrates a system in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention adapted for cable TV 
application; 

FIG. 7 is a simplified block diagram of a real time system 
for advertisement Site detection and advertisement 
incorporation, constructed and operative in accordance with 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 is a simplified block diagram of the parallel 
processor and controller of FIG. 7; 

FIG. 9 is a simplified block diagram of an alternative 
embodiment of a real time System for advertisement Site 
detection and advertisement incorporation; 

FIG. 10A is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method 
of operation of the parallel processor and controller of FIG. 
7, when only a single advertisement site is to be identified 
and only a single advertisement is to be incorporated at that 
site; 

FIG. 10B is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method 
of operation of the parallel processor and controller of FIG. 
7, when a plurality of advertisement sites is to be identified 
and a corresponding plurality of advertisements, which may 
or may not differ in content, is to be incorporated at those 
Sites, 

FIG. 11 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
performing the segmentation step of FIGS. 10A and 10B; 

FIG. 12 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred model 
matching method for performing the advertisement content 
identification step of FIGS. 10A and 10B; 

FIG. 13 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
performing the localization step of FIGS. 10A and 10B; 

FIG. 14 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
performing the tracking step of FIGS. 10A and 10B; 

FIG. 15 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
performing the occlusion analysis step of FIGS. 10A and 
10B; 

FIG. 16 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
performing the advertisement incorporation Step of FIGS. 
10A and 10B; 

FIG. 17 is a simplified block diagram of camera moni 
toring apparatus useful in conjunction with the advertise 
ment Site detection/incorporation apparatus of FIG. 7; 

FIG. 18 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
processing the output of the occlusion analysis process of 
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FIG. 15 in order to take into account images from at least 
one off-air camera; 

FIG. 19 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
detecting and tracking moving objects of central interest; 
and 
Appendix A is a computer listing of a Software imple 

mented non-real time System for advertisement Site detec 
tion and advertisement incorporation, constructed and 
operative in accordance with an alternative embodiment of 
the present invention. 

Referring now to FIG. 1, in a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, the System and method are designed to 
automatically perform the Substitution of physical targets 
with Synthetic images in real time, although a simpler 
version of the invention can be used off-line. 
When operating the System, the modules required are 

illustrated in the block diagram of FIG. 2. These include: 
a basic processing unit; 
an optional Scanner/digitizer used to create the data bank 

of Synthetic images from Still pictures, and 
an optional Sub-System composed of a TV camera, digi 

tizer and memory to create the Stadium data bank. AS 
was mentioned before, there may be other methods to 
create the data bank of Synthetic imageS. The locale’s 
(Stadium's) data bank may also be created from the trial 
shots taken before the game Starts or even be incre 
mentally built in the course of the game by means of a 
“learning process or by using data Supplied by the 
stadium owner, the advertiser or the TV network. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of the apparatus used in 
the System, wherein 1, 2, ... n are a plurality of TV cameras 
in different positions, which are the usual TV network 
cameras, 3 is the basic processing unit described in FIG. 3, 
Sub-System 4 converts and Stores Synthetic images and 
Sub-System 5 is a “learning” and Storage System for event 
locales and targets therein. The output 6 can be transmitted 
by cable, optical fiber or wirelessly. It can also be displayed 
and/or recorded. 
The basic processing unit required to operate the System 

in real-time is shown in FIG. 3. This module comprises: 
a frame grabber for colour image acquisition; 
a plurality of image memories, 
a fast parallel processor, 
a program memory, 

data banks of Synthetic images to be Substituted and of 
locale's lay-outs and target icons, 

a man/machine interface for control and for local display 
and recording, and 

an image digital to analog converter. 
The above apparatus is used to automatically locate in real 

time in each Video frame, Suitable areas within a Stadium 
which have physical displays or might be Suitable for 
embodying Such displays, and to Substitute for Such physical 
displays, or introduce into Such areas, Virtual imageS which 
are Stored in the memory of the System to Serve as adver 
tisements in the background. 

These electronic inserted images will be seen by viewers 
as if they are physical displays located in a Stadium and all 
action taking place in front of the actual physical display will 
appear to the viewer to be taking place in front of the Virtual 
image as well. 

FIG. 4 illustrates an on-line System in accordance with an 
aspect of this invention consisting of a Video camera 10, 
Video processing unit 12 and work Station 14 that provides 
the required man/machine interface. 
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FIG. 5 illustrates a basic off-line system in accordance 

with one aspect of this invention. In this case, a Video tape 
20, a Video cassette recorder or a Video disk is the input 
rather than a TV camera and this is processed by the 
processing unit 22 and work Station 24 to provide a Video 
tape output 26 with Substituted images. 

FIG. 6 illustrates yet another application of the system of 
this invention, namely a cable TV center. The center 30 
receives transmissions from stations 32 and 34. These trans 
missions are processed by the processing unit 22 and work 
station 24 and broadcast with Substituted advertisements to 
Subscribers from the center 30. 

Although a preferred System according to this invention 
Superimposes blocking objects and Shadows on the Virtual 
images, a leSS Sophisticated and much cheaper System is also 
intended as part of this invention, and that is a System where 
Virtual images are exchanged for physical without relating to 
blocking objects. 

Such a System can be quite useful for Substituting images 
in unblocked regions, for example high up in a Stadium. 

Although a preferred embodiment of the present invention 
automatically detects and recognizes a given billboard in 
each TV frame, a leSS Sophisticated System is also intended 
as part of this invention. In Such a leSS Sophisticated System 
the Selection of a given Sign to be Substituted is done 
“manually’ by a pointer Such as a light pen or a cursor 
(operated by a mouse) with a human operator in the loop. 

This system is mainly off-line. When it is used on-line in 
real time it will be very difficult for the operator to perform 
the pointing task Since in a typical Scenario the sign is 
cntinuously visible for only short periods of a few seconds 
each. 

In Such a mode of operation the replacement will never 
theless be perceptible to the TV viewers. This annoys the 
Spectators and in many cases is not permitted by the TV 
networks. 
From the above description of the invention, it is apparent 

that the System, method and apparatus described above can 
have many applications. Thus, it is also possible to introduce 
Virtual images, Such as slogans or graphic advertisement, on 
the uniforms of players, particularly when a player is shown 
in close-up. In Such a case, the outline of the player, or at 
least his shirt or helmet, would be the target for implanting 
a virtual image. 
Another possible application is the automatic generation 

of continuous Video films showing only Sequences wherein 
Specific targets, which have been pre-Selected, appear to the 
exclusion of Sequences where these targets do not appear. 
Such Video films can be useful for analyzing and monitoring 
the activity of Specific targets, for example individual play 
erS and their performance throughout an entire team game. 
This enables tracking each individual throughout an entire 
game without having to replay the entire cassette for each 
player. 

Another application of this invention is to generate Sta 
tistical data of targets Such as advertisements, for example 
the number of times and accumulated period that an adver 
tisement appears on the Screen, and to debit acccordingly. 
The implanted image can be in the form of a fixed, 

blinking or Scrolling image, or it may be an animated film or 
Video clip. 

FIG. 7 is a simplified block diagram of a real time system 
for advertisement Site detection and advertisement 
incorporation, constructed and operative in accordance with 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
The apparatus of FIG. 7 includes a video inputsource 100, 

Such as a video camera, Video cassette, broadcast, Video 
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disk, or cable transmission, which is connected, via a 
suitable connector, with a field grabber 110, preferably, or 
alternatively with a frame grabber. Henceforth, use of the 
term “field grabber' is intended to include frame grabbers. 

The field grabber 110 provides grabbed and digitized 
fields to a parallel processor and controller 120, described in 
more detail below with reference to FIG. 8, which is 
preferably associated with a video display 130 which pro 
vides an interactive indication to a user of advertisement Site 
detection and advertisement incorporation operations of the 
system. Preferably a light pen 140 is associated with the 
video display 130. 

According to an alternative embodiment of the present 
invention, the System receives an indication from a user of 
the presence in the field of view of one or more advertise 
ments to be replaced and of the location/s thereof. The user 
input may, for example, be provided by means of a light pen 
140. The indication provided by the user may comprise a 
Single indication of an interior location of the advertisement, 
Such as the approximate center of the advertisement or may 
comprise two or four indications of two opposite vertices or 
all four vertices, respectively, of an advertisement to be 
replaced. 

Optionally, the user also provides an indication of the 
contents of the advertisement. For example, a menu of 
captions identifying advertisements to be replaced, may be 
provided on the video display 130 adjacent or overlaying a 
display of the playing field and the user can employ the light 
pen to identify the appropriate caption. 
An advertisement images and advertisement arrangement 

database 150 is provided which may be stored in any 
Suitable type of memory Such as computer memory or 
Secondary memory, Such as a hard disk. The advertisement 
image and arrangement database 150 typically Stores a 
plurality of advertisement images, typically Still images, 
including images to be replaced and/or images to be incor 
porated into the image of the playing field, either replacing 
an existing advertisement or in a location not presently 
occupied by an advertisement. 

The database 150 may also include an indication of the 
arrangement of a plurality of advertisements to be replaced, 
if the arrangement is known ahead of time. Typically, the 
indication of the arrangement does not include an indication 
of the location of each advertisement relative to the playing 
field, but instead includes an indication of the order in which 
the advertisements to be replaced will be arranged in the 
field. For example, a Sequence of 20 Side-by-Side advertise 
ments may be arranged around three sides of a playing field. 
The database 150 may then include an indication of the 
Sequence in which the advertisements are arranged. 

Advertisement images in the database 150 may be pro 
vided by field grabber 110 or from any suitable advertise 
ment image Source 160, Such as but not limited to an image 
generating unit Such as a image processing WorkStation, a 
Scanner or other color reading device, any type of Storage 
device, Such as a hard disk, a CD ROM driver, or a 
communication link to any of the above. 

The video output of the system may be provided via a 
Suitable connector to Suitable equipment for providing wire 
leSS or cable transmission to viewers. 

FIG. 8 is a simplified block diagram of the parallel 
processor and controller 120 of FIG. 7. The parallel 
processor/controller 120 preferably includes an advertise 
ment site detection/content identification unit 170, a plural 
ity of parallel tracking modules 180, an occlusion analysis 
and advertisement incorporation unit 190, a video encoder 
200 and a controller 210. 
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The advertisement site detection/content identification 

unit 170 of FIG.8 may be implemented based on a suitable 
plurality of Suitable image processing boards, Such as Ariel 
Hydra boards, commercially available from Ariel, USA. 
Each of these preferably incorporates four TMS320C40 
digital signal processors, a DRAM of 64 MB, an SRAM of 
1 MB, and a VME bus interface. A specially designed 
coprocessor is preferably added to these boards to perform 
the Segmentation task. The image processing boards are 
programmed based on the advertisement Site detection and 
content identification methods of FIGS. 11 and 12 on which 
Appendix A is based in part. For example, the appropriate 
portions of the listing of Appendix A may be converted into 
ASSembler and the resulting code may be loaded into the 
digital signal processor of the image processing board. 

Each of parallel tracking modules 180 may be imple 
mented based on one or more image processing boards, Such 
as Ariel Hydra boards, commercially available from Ariel, 
USA. Each of these preferably incorporates four 
TMS320C40 digital signal processors, a DRAM of 64 MB, 
an SRAM of 1 MB, and a VME bus interface. The image 
processing boards are programmed for parallel operation 
based on the tracking method of FIG. 14 on which Appendix 
A is based in part. For example, the appropriate portions of 
the listing of Appendix A may be converted into ASSembler 
and the resulting code may be loaded into the digital Signal 
processor of the image processing board. 
The occlusion analysis and advertisement incorporation 

unit 190 may also be based on one or more texture mapping 
boards Such as the Fairchild's Thru-D boards with the 
appropriate bus bridges, programmed based on the occlusion 
analysis and advertisement incorporation methods of FIGS. 
15 and 16 on which Appendix A is based in part. For 
example, the appropriate portions of the listing of Appendix 
A may be converted into ASSembler and the resulting code 
may be loaded into the processor of the texture mapping 
board. 

Video encoder 200 is operative to perform D/A conver 
SO. 

Controller 210 may, for example, comprise a 486 PC 
programmed based on the control method of FIGS. 
10A-10B on which Appendix A is based in part. For 
example, the appropriate portions of the listing of Appendix 
A may be Intel 486 PC processor. 

FIG. 9 is a simplified block diagram of an alternative 
embodiment of a real time System for advertisement Site 
detection and advertisement incorporation. In the apparatus 
of FIG. 9, a conventional workstation 212, having its own 
video display 220 and its own field grabber (not shown), 
such as a Silicon Graphics Onyx workstation loaded with a 
Video board and a Suitable Software, replaces the following 
units of FIG. 7: field grabber 110, the parallel processor and 
controller 120 other than the advertisement site detection 
and content identification unit 170 and tracking modules 180 
thereof, the video display, and the database 150. 
The software for the workstation may be based on the 

Appendix A implementation of the method of FIGS. 
10A-10B, suitably converted into the workstations 
environment, however Some of the functions of Appendix A 
are preferably omitted. Specifically: 
a. the advertisement site detection and tracking functions, 

corresponding to the Segmentation, advertisement content 
identification and tracking steps 320,330 and 310 respec 
tively of FIGS. 10A-10B are omitted and are instead 
implemented in real time by dedicated hardware 230 in 
FIG. 9; and 

b. The texture mapping functions (Second and third steps of 
FIG. 16) which preferably form part of the advertisement 
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incorporation function, are preferably omitted and are, 
instead, performed by the texture mapping functions 
provided by the workstation itself. 
The dedicated hardware 230 of FIG.9 may be similar to 

the advertisement Site detection/content identification unit 
170 and parallel tracking modules 180 of FIG. 8. 
Appendix A is a computer listing of a non-real time 

Software implementation of the present invention which is 
operative, for example, on a 486 PC in conjunction with a 
conventional frame grabber Such as an Imaging MFG board. 
The method of Appendix A is now described with reference 
to FIGS. 10A-16. 

FIG. 10A is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method 
of operation of the parallel processor and controller 120 of 
FIG. 7, when only a single advertisement site is to be 
identified and only a Single advertisement image is to be 
incorporated at that Site. 

FIG. 10B is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method 
of operation of the parallel processor and controller 120 of 
FIG. 7, when a plurality of advertisement sites is to be 
identified and a corresponding plurality of advertisement 
images, which may or may not differ in content, is to be 
incorporated at those Sites respectively. 

The method of FIG. 10B typically includes the following 
steps, which are similar to the steps of FIG. 10A which are 
therefore not described separately for brevity: 
STEP 290: A digitized video field is received from the 

field grabber 110 of FIG. 1. 
STEP300: A decision is made as to whether or not at least 

one advertisement in the current field was also present in the 
previous field (and televised by the same camera). If So, the 
current field is termed a “consecutive” field and the 
Segmentation, content identification and localization Steps 
320, 330 and 340 preferably are replaced only by a tracking 
step 310. If not, the current field is termed a “new” field. 

If the field is a “consecutive” field, the plurality of 
advertisements is tracked (step 310), based on at least one 
advertisement which was present in a previous field, Since 
the present field is a “consecutive” field. 

If the field is a “new” field, the advertisement site at which 
an advertisement is to be incorporated is identified in Steps 
320, 330 and 340. A loop is performed for each advertise 
ment from among the plurality of advertisements to be 
processed. Preferably, the Segmentation and content identi 
fication steps 320 and 330 are performed only for the first 
advertisement processed. 

In Step 320, a pair of generally parallel lines is typically 
detected and the image of the field is segmented. 
Specifically, the portion of the field located within the two 
detected parallel lines, which typically correspond to the top 
and bottom boundaries of a Sequence of advertisements, is 
Segmented from the remaining portion of the field. 

Typically, the Segmentation Step 320 is operative to Seg 
ment advertisements regardless of their perspective relative 
to the imaging camera, the Zoom State of the imaging camera 
lens, the location of the advertisement in the field of view 
(video field), the angular orientation of the imaging camera 
relative to the ground and the location of the TV camera. 

The Segmentation Step 320 is typically operative to iden 
tify an empty or occupied advertisement site on a basis other 
than location, Such as but not limited to any of the following, 
Separately or in any combination: 
a. Geometrical attributes of the advertisement's boundary 

Such as Substantially parallel top and bottom boundaries 
or Such as four vertices arranged in a Substantially rect 
angular configuration; 

b. A color or a combination of colors or a color pattern, 
which are known in advance to be present in the adver 
tisement image. 
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c. The Spatial frequencies band of the advertisement image, 
which is typically known in advance. Typically, the 
known Spatial frequencies band is normalized by the 
height of the advertisement which may, for example, be 
derived by computing the distance between a pair of 
detected horizontal lines which are known to be the top 
and bottom boundaries of the advertisement Sequence. 
In step 330, the content of the portion between the two 

Substantially parallel lines is matched to a Stored represen 
tation of an advertisement to be replaced. 

Steps 320 and 330 allow advertisement sites to be iden 
tified and the content thereof to be matched to a stored model 
thereof, even if cuts (transitions, typically abrupt, between 
the outputs of a plurality of cameras which are Simulta 
neously imaging the Sports event) occur during the Sports 
event. Typically, at each cut, steps 320 and 330 are per 
formed so as to identify the advertisement within the first 
few fields of the cut. Until the next cut occurs, the identified 
advertisement is typically tracked (step 310). 

In step 340, the advertisement is localized at Subpixel 
accuracy. 

Finally, for each advertisement, occlusion analysis is 
performed (step 350) and the replacing advertisement is 
incorporated in the advertisement site (step 360). 
Alternatively, the occlusion analysis and advertisement 
incorporation Steps are replaced by an advertisement 
enhancement Step in which the existing advertisement is 
enhanced, using conventional edge sharpening techniques, 
rather than being replaced. 

Optionally, a fee accumulation Step 362 is performed, 
typically after occlusion analysis step 350. In the fee accu 
mulation Step, a fee for each advertisement is accumulated. 
The fee may be computed on any Suitable basis. For 
example, the fee may be determined by counting the total 
amount of time for which the advertisement was displayed 
and for which at least 50% of the advertisement was 
unoccluded, and multiplying by a fixed dollar rate per time 
unit. Alternatively, the proportion of the unoccluded area of 
the advertisement may be computed for each time interval, 
Such as each Second. Optionally, the display time or the Sum 
over time of the displayed area may be adjusted to take into 
account the game's progreSS. For example, the display time 
or the Sum over time of the displayed area may be multipled 
by an externally provided index indicating the tension level 
of the game during display of the advertisement. High 
tension level may, for example, mean that the game has gone 
into overtime or that a significant event, Such as a goal, has 
occurred during display or just before display. Alternatively, 
the tension level index may be provided by the system itself. 
For example, a voice recognition unit may recognize Sig 
nificant words uttered by the Sports commentator, Such as the 
word “goal”. 

According to an alternative embodiment of the present 
invention, the Segmentation and advertisement content iden 
tification steps 320 and 330 respectively may be omitted if 
physical landmarks identifying the locations of advertise 
ments to be replaced whose contents is known in advance, 
are positioned and captured ahead of time in the playing 
field. 

FIG. 11 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
performing the segmentation step 320 of FIGS. 10A and 
1OB. 
The method of FIG. 11 preferably includes the following 

Steps: 
STEP 380: A new field is received and the resolution 

thereof is preferably reduced since the forgoing StepS may be 
performed adequately at a lower resolution. for example, a 
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low-pass filter may be employed to reduce a 750x500 pixel 
field to 128x128 pixels. 
STEP 390: Optionally, the low resolution image is 

Smoothed, e.g. by median filtering or low pass filtering, So 
as to remove information irrelevant to the task of Searching 
for long or Substantially horizontal lines. 
STEP 400: Edges and lines (two-sided edges) are 

detected, using any Suitable edge detection method Such as 
the Canny method, described by J. F. Canny in “A compu 
tational approach to edge detection', IEEE Trans. Pattern 
Analysis and Machine Intelligence, Vol. 8, pp. 679–698, 
November, 1986. 
STEP 404: The edges detected in step 400 are thinned and 

components thereof are connected using conventional tech 
niques of connectivity analysis. The edges are thresholded 
So as to discard edges having too Small a gradient. 
STEP 408: The edges detected in steps 400 and 410 are 

compared pairwise So as to find Strips, i.e. pairs of parallel 
or almost parallel lines which are relatively long. If there are 
no Such pairs, the method terminates. 
STEP 412: Find the spatial frequency spectrum within 

each Strip and reject Strips whose Spatial frequency contents 
are incompatible with the Spatial frequency band expected 
for advertisements. Typically, the rejection criterion is Such 
that more than one Strip, Such as 3 or 4 Strips, remain. 
STEP 416: Rank the remaining strips and select the 

highest ranking Strip. The rank assigned to a Strip depends on 
the probability that the strip includes advertisements. For 
example, the Strip in the lowest location in the upper half of 
the field is given higher rank than Strips above it, because the 
Strips above it are more likely to be images of portions of the 
stadium. The lowest located strip is more likely to be the 
advertisements which are typically positioned below the 
Stadium. 

Strips adjacent the bottom of the field are given low rank 
because the advertisements would only be imaged toward 
the bottom of the video field if the playing field is not being 
shown at all, which is unlikely. 

FIG. 12 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred model 
matching method for performing the advertisement content 
identification step 330 of FIGS. 10A and 10B. Alternatively, 
advertisement content identification may be provided by a 
user, as described above with reference to FIG. 1. 

The method of FIG. 12 is preferably performed in low 
resolution, as described above with reference to step 380 of 
FIG. 11. The method of FIG. 12 preferably includes the 
following Steps: 
STEP 420: The forgoing steps 424, 430,436,440,444 and 

452 are performed for each almost parallel strip identified in 
segmentation step 320 of FIG. 11. 
STEP 424: The distance and angle between the two lines 

of each Strip is computed and the Scale and approximate 
perspective at which the Strip was imaged is determined 
therefrom. 
STEP 430: During set-up, each advertisement model is 

divided into a plurality of windows. Steps 436, 440 and 444 
are performed for each window of each advertisement 
model. For example, if there are 5 models each partitioned 
into 6 windows, this step is performed 30 times. 
STEP 436: A one-dimensional similarity search is carried 

out for the Suitably Scaled current model window k, along 
the current almost parallel Strip. Typically, a croSS 
correlation function may be computed for each pixel along 
the current Strip. 
STEP 440: The cross-correlation function values obtained 

in Step 436 are thresholded. For example, values exceeding 
0.6 may be assigned the value 1 (correlation) whereas values 
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under 0.6 may be assigned the value 0 (no correlation). The 
1's are weighted, depending on the "Significance' of their 
corresponding windows. The “significance' of each window 
is preferably determined during Set-up Such that windows 
containing more information are more “significant than 
windows containing little information. 
STEP 444: At this stage, weighted thresholded cross 

correlation function values have been computed which rep 
resent the results of matching the contents of each position 
along the Strip (e.g. of each of a plurality of windows along 
the Strip which are spaced at a distance of a single pixel) to 
each window of each model advertisement known to occur 
within the strip. 

The weighted thresholded cross-correlation function val 
ues are accumulated per all windows composing a model 
Sign or a model Strip. 
STEP 452: A decision is made as to the approximate 

location of the Sequence of advertising models, within the 
Strip. It is appreciated that, once the location of one adver 
tisement model has been determined, the locations of the 
other advertisement models in the same Sequence are also 
determined, knowing the Scale ad approximate perspective 
of the imaged Strip. 

FIG. 13 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
performing the precise localization step 340 of FIGS. 10A 
and 10B. In FIG. 13, the advertisement model which was 
approximately localized by the method of FIG. 12, is 
localized with Subpixel accuracy. Accurate localization is 
typically performed only for new fields. For “consecutive” 
fields, the advertisement's location is preferably measured 
by Video tracking. 

The method of FIG. 13 preferably includes the following 
Steps: 
STEP 460: From FIG. 12, the following information is 

available per advertisement detected: one location within the 
advertisement, Such as one vertex thereof, the advertisement 
Scale height in the image and its approximate perpSective. 
This information is employed to compute the four vertices of 
each detected advertisement. 
STEP 464: A perspective transformation is computed 

which describes how to “transform” the typically rectangu 
lar model into the detected advertisement area which is 
typically non-rectangular due to its pose relative to the 
imaging camera. 
STEP 468: The contents of each of a plurality of model 

tracking windows to which the model is divided during Set 
up, is mapped into the Video field, using the perspective 
transformation computed in Step 464. 
STEP 470: Steps 472 and 476 are performed for each of 

the model tracking windows. 
STEP 472: The current model tracking window is trans 

lated through a search area defined in the video field. For 
each position of the model tracking window within the 
Search area, a similarity error function (like cross-correlation 
or absolute Sum of differences) is computed. Typically, the 
model tracking window has 8x8 or 16x16 different positions 
within the Search area. 
STEP 476: The minimum similarity error function for the 

current model tracking window is found. Preferably, the 
minimum is found at Subpixel accuracy, e.g. by fitting a 
two-dimensional parabola to the Similarity error function 
generated in Step 472 and computing the minimum of the 
parabola. This minimum corresponds to the best position, at 
“Subpixel accuracy, for the current model tracking window 
within the video field. 

If (STEP 480) the similarity error function minima are 
high for all tracking windows, i.e. none of the tracking 
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windows can be well matched to the video field, then (STEP 
482) processing of the current frame is terminated and the 
method of FIG. 10A, from step 320 onward, is performed on 
the following frame. 
STEP 484: Tracking windows which have a high simi 

larity error function minimum are rejected. Typically, 
approximately 30 tracking windows remain. 
STEP 488 is a stopping criterion determining whether or 

not to perform another iteration of localization by matching 
tracking windows. Typically, if the tracking windows cen 
ters are found to converge, relative to the centers identified 
in the last iteration, the proceSS is terminated. Otherwise, the 
method returns to step 464. 
STEP 490: Once the tracking window locations have 

converged, the perspective transformation between the 
images advertisement and its model is recomputed. 

FIG. 14 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
performing the tracking step 310 of FIGS. 10A and 10B. The 
method of FIG. 14 preferably includes the following steps: 
STEP 492: A perspective transformation is performed on 

the model tracking windows and the contents thereof are 
mapped into the Video field. This Step employs the System's 
knowledge of the location of the advertisement in the 
previous field and, preferably, predicted Scanning Speed of 
the camera imaging the Sports event. 
STEP 496: Steps 498 and 500, which may be similar to 

steps 472 and 476, respectively, of FIG. 13, are performed 
for each model tracking window. 
STEPS 508 AND 512 may be similar to steps 488 and 490 

of FIG. 13. 
STEP 510: If the window center locations do not yet 

converge, Step 492 is redone, however, this time, the texture 
mapping is based upon the perspective transformation of the 
previous iteration. 
STEP 520: The coefficients of the perspective transfor 

mation are preferably temporally Smoothed, Since, due to the 
Smoothness of the camera's Scanning action, it can be 
assumed that discontinuities are noise. 

FIG. 15 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
performing the occlusion analysis step 350 of FIGS. 10A 
and 10B. The method of FIG. 15 preferably includes the 
following Steps: 
STEP 530: The advertisement image in the video field is 

Subtracted from its perspective transformed model, as com 
puted in step 512 of FIG. 14 or, for a new field, in step 390 
of FIG. 13. 
STEP 534: Preferably, the identity of the advertisement 

image and the Stored advertisement is verified by inspecting 
the difference values computed in step 530. If the advertise 
ment image and the Stored advertisement are not identical, 
the current field is not processed any further. Instead, the 
next field is processed, starting from step 320 of FIG. 10B. 
STEP538: The internal edge effects are filtered out of the 

difference image computed in Step 530 Since internal edges 
are assumed to be artifacts. 
STEP542: Large non-black areas in the difference image 

are defined to be areas of occlusion. 
STEP 546: The occlusion map is preferably temporally 

Smoothed Since the process of occlusion may be assumed to 
be continuous. 

FIG. 16 is a simplified flowchart of a preferred method for 
performing the advertisement incorporation step 360 of 
FIGS. 10A and 10B. The method of FIG. 16 preferably 
includes the following Steps: 
STEP 560: The resolution of the replacing advertisement 

model, i.e. the advertisement in memory, is adjusted to 
correspond to the resolution in which the advertisment to be 
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replaced was imaged. Typically, a single advertisement 
model is stored in several different resolutions. 
STEP 570: The replacing advertisement is transformed 

and texture mapped into the Video field pose, using tri-linear 
interpolation methods. This Step typically is based on the 
results of step 512 of FIG. 14 or, for a new field, on the 
results of step 390 of FIG. 13. 
STEP 580: Aliasing effects are eliminated. 
STEP590: The replacing pixels are keyed in according to 

an occlusion map. The values of the replacing pixels may 
either completely replace the existing values, or may be 
combined with the existing values, as by a weighted aver 
age. For example, the Second alternative may be used for 
edge pixels whereas the first alternative may be used for 
middle pixels. 

FIG. 17 is a simplified block diagram of camera moni 
toring apparatus useful in conjunction with a conventional 
TV camera and with the advertisement site detection/ 
incorporation apparatus of FIG. 7. If the parallel processor 
and controller of FIG. 7 is as illustrated in FIG. 8, the 
apparatus of FIG. 17 is not required and instead, a conven 
tional TV camera may be employed. However, in the 
alternative, the automatic detection and content identifica 
tion features of the System may be eliminated, by eliminat 
ing unit 170 of FIG.8. In this case, the apparatus of FIG. 17 
is preferably provided in operative association with the TV 
camera at the Stadium or playing field. 
The apparatus of FIG. 17 provides camera information, 

including the identity of the “on-air camera, its lens Zoom 
state and the direction of its FOV center. This information 
may be employed, in conjunction with known information 
as to the positions and contents of advertisements in the 
Stadium, in order to detect, identify and even roughly track 
each advertisement. 
The apparatus of FIG. 17 includes: 

(a) a plurality of conventional TV cameras 600 of which one 
is shown in FIG. 17; 

(b) for each camera 600, a camera FOV (field of view) center 
direction measurement unit 610 at least a portion of which 
is typically mounted on the TV camera 600 pedestal; 

(c) for each camera 600, a camera lens Zoom State moni 
toring unit 620 which is typically mounted on the TV 
camera 600 pedestal. The monitoring unit 620 receivse an 
output indication of the Zoom State directly from the Zoom 
mechanism of the camera; 

(d) an “on-air” camera identification unit 630 operative to 
identify the camera, from among the plurality of TV 
cameras 600, which is being broadcast. This information 
is typically available from the broadcasting System con 
trol unit which typically receives manual input Selecting 
an on-air camera, from a producer, and 

(e) a camera information video mixer 640 operative to mix 
the output of units 610, 620 and 630 onto the broadcast. 
Any Suitable mixing may be employed, Such as mixing 
onto the audio channel, mixing onto the time code, or 
mixing onto the Video signal itself. 
The camera FOV direction measurement unit 610 may be 

implemented using any of the following methods, inter alia: 
a. On-camera NFM (North Finding Module) in conjunction 

with two inclinometers for measuring the two components 
of the local gravity vector angle with respect to the FOV 
center direction; 

b. GPS- (Global Position System) based direction measure 
ment System; 

c. Triangulation-positioning two RF Sources at two known 
locations in the playing field or Stadium and an RF 
receiver on the camera; 
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d. an on-camera boresighted laser designator in combination 
with an off-camera position Sensing detector operative to 
measure the direction of the beam Spot generated by the 
lasr designator. 
FIG. 18 is a simplified flowchart of an optional method for 

processing the output of the occlusion analysis process of 
FIG. 15 in order to take into account images from at least 
one off-air camera. If the method of FIG. 18 is employed, a 
video compressor and mixer 700 are provided in operative 
asSociation with the TV cameras which are imaging the 
event at the playing field or stadium, as shown in FIG.2. The 
output of the compressor and mixer 700, comprising com 
pressed images of the playing field as imaged by all of the 
TV cameras other than the TV camera which is "on-air”, 
blended with the broadcast Signal, is broadcast to remote 
advertisement Site detection/incorporation Systems. Such as 
that illustrated in FIG. 7. The transmission provided by 
compressor and mixer 700 of FIG. 2 is first decoded and 
decompressed in step 710 of FIG. 18. 
STEP 720: Steps 730, 740 and 750 are repeated for each 

advertisement Site imaged by the “on air camera. 
STEP 730: Although it is possible to employ information 

from more than one of the “off-air cameras, preferably, only 
a single "off air camera is employed to process each 
advertisement site and the Single “off-air camera is Selected 
in step 730. For example, if the apparatus of FIG. 17 is 
provided, the output of camera FOV direction measurement 
unit 610 for each “off-air camera may be compared in order 
to identify the “off-air camera whose FOV direction is 
maximally different from the FOV direction of the “on-air” 
camera. Alternatively, particularly if the apparatus of FIG. 
17 is omitted, a single “off-air camera may be selected by 
performing preliminary analysis on the images generated by 
each of the “off-air cameras in order to select the most 
helpful “off-air camera. For example, the images generated 
by each “off-air” camera may be matched to the stored 
representation of the advertisement currently being pro 
cessed. Then, the actual image may be warped and then 
subtracted from the stored representation for each “off-air” 
camera in order to obtain an estimate of the occlusion area 
for that camera and that advertisement. The camera with the 
minimal occlusion area may then be Selected. 
STEP 740: The advertisement image of the selected 

“off-air camera is warped onto the advertisement Site as 
imaged by the “on-air camera. 
STEP 750: The warped “off-air” advertisement image is 

Subtracted from the “on-air image and the difference image 
is filtered in order to compute the boundary of the occluding 
object at pixel-level accuracy. 

According to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, the advertisement to be incorporated in a particu 
lar location in the playing field or other locale may vary over 
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time. This variation may be in accordance with a predeter 
mined Schedule, or in accordance with an external input. For 
example, a speech recognition unit may be provided which 
is operative to recognize key words, Such as the word “goal' 
or the word “overtime', on the audio channel accompanying 
the Video input to the System. In this way, an advertisement 
may be Scheduled to be incorporated at particular times, 
Such as just after a goal or during overtime. 

In the present Specification, the term "advertisement site' 
refers to a location into which an advertisement is to be 
incorporated. If an existing advertisement occupies the 
advertisement site, the new advertisement replaces the exist 
ing advertisement. However, the advertisement Site need not 
be occupied by an existing advertisement. The term 
“occluded” refers to an advertisement site which is partially 
or completely concealed by an object, typically a moving 
object, in front of it. 
A particular feature of the present invention is that, when 

it is desired to track an advertisement Site within a larger 
image, the entire image is not tracked, but rather only the 
advertisement Site itself. 
Another particular feature is that “special' advertisements 

may be provided, Such as moving, blinking or otherwise 
varying advertisements, Video film advertisements, adver 
tisements with changing backgrounds, and advertisements 
with digital effects. 

It is appreciated that the particular embodiment described 
in Appendix A is intended only to provide an extremely 
detailed disclosure of the present invention and is not 
intended to be limiting. 
The applicability of the apparatus and methods described 

above is not limited to the detection, tracking and replace 
ment or enhancement of advertisements. The disclosed 
apparatus and methods may, for example, be used to detect 
and track moving objects of central interest, as shown in 
FIG. 19, Such as focal athletes and Such as balls, rackets, 
clubs and other Sports equipment. The images of these 
moving objects may then be modified by adding a “trail” 
including an advertisement Such as the logo of a manufac 
turer. 

It is appreciated that various features of the invention 
which are, for clarity, described in the contexts of Separate 
embodiments may also be provided in combination in a 
Single embodiment. Conversely, various features of the 
invention which are, for brevity, described in the context of 
a single embodiment may also be provided Separately or in 
any Suitable Subcombination. 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the 
invention is not limited to what has been shown and 
described hereinabove. Rather, the scope of the invention is 
defined solely by the claims which follow: 
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#ifndef CORFNC 
#define CORLFNC 
#include "projctn8.h" 
#include "picmch8.h" 
#include "res mch&.h" 
typedef struct 

(double mod(3), var3);} AVERAGE WEC, 

AVERAGE VEC average(PCT tag, double Thr, 
COLOR VEC ("p funct)(COLORRGB p1, double Thresh mdl)); 

COLOR VEC template conv 1 (PCT target, PCT win, double 
Thr,COLORVEC int v, COLOR VEC (p funct)(COLORRGB p1, double 
Threshmdl)); COLOR VEC template abs diff. 1 (PCT target, PCT win, double 
Thr, COLOR VEC inty, COLOR VEC (p funct)(COLORRGB p1, double Threshmdl), 

AVERAGE VEC tAVERAGE VEC w); 
COLOR VEC Correlation(COLORVEC conv,AVERAGE VEC 
t, AVERAGE VEC w, 

COLOR VEC int_v); 
COLORVEC Correlation single 1 (COLOR VEC conv,AVERAGE VEC 
t, AVERAGE VEC w, 

COLORVEC int_v); 
AVERAGE WEC LineMoments(PCT&T, DIR LINE Line, short map); 
double Quality(AVERAGE VEC UpLineQuality); 

end if 
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#ifndef LBR - 
define LBR 
include "projcins.h" 

#include "pic mchb.h" 
include "res mchs.h" 
ihinclude "in trn/.h" 

define NAME LENGTH 40 
#define GRAPHMODE VRES256COLOR 

#endif 

4. 
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typedef struct { 
int cols, foWS, 
int bpp, 
PHDR; 
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If c=====EEEE=SE========E========================E======== 
inline COLORRGB get next(void) 

(COLORRGB t; 
tr="buffer now---, 
tg="buffer now----, 
t.b="buffer now---, 

return t, 

I/sssssssstetterest Sectice testat====EEEEEEE 
inline COLORRGB get pixel(shorty, short x) 

{ 
if(ygs rows) && (x<s Cols)) 

buffer now picty+3"x; 
return get next(); 

} ff==============================E============ 

void PutNextPix(COLORRGB p); 
PCT (short n cols, short n rows); 

void load template(PCT source, SCR PNT left up scr); 
COLOR RGB get median pixel(shorty, short x, short neibour); 
int load filergb(const char *name); 

void sign present RGB(PCT pict scr,SCR PNT left up); 
PCT sign storage rgb(const char *name, struct videoconfig ve); 
COLORRGB make palette(); 

short color num(short r, short g, short b); 
void write sign rgb(char *name, PCT pict now); 
ifendif 

A ty 
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#ifndef PIC PRO 
#define PIC PRO 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include Cdirect.h> 
#include <afx.h> 
#include <pic mch7.h> 
#include "filemnp.h" 
#define STR MAX 4 
If======EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE====== 

etc. 

const SCRPNTz_0(0,0); 
class PRT.public PCT 

(public: 
I/information 

CString PathName; 
CString FRAME. Number, 
CString STRING name; 
CString SIGN name; 

short Pos; Il Position in the string 
long NumberOfChk, MaxNum; 
double "Charact; 

//models 
PRT:-PRT) 

(this->free PCT(); 
Pos=0; 

if(MaxNum) 
delete Charact; 

Charact=NULL; 
MaxNum=NumberOfChk=0; 

PRT:PRT() 
{NumberOfChk=MaxNum=s_cols=s_rows=0; Charact=NULL;pict=NULL; 

PRT:PRT (short in cols, short n rows) 
{(PCT)this=PCT:PCT(n_cols,n rows); 
NumberOfChk=MaxNum=0; 
Charact=NULL; 

I 

If 

He scattertat 
int read proto SGN (char ext=". Sgn") 

{ 
CString new name('',80); 

PathName=MakeName(PathName), 
new name=PathName+ext, 
char now80); 
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- STRING name. MakeUpper(); 
SIGN name. MakeUpper(); 

do 
for(=0;j<4;j++) 
if((FLG=fscanf(datfp,"%d %d",&(wrtin).c),&(vrt(n).r)))==EOF) 

goto OUT: 
n++, 
} 

while(nzSTR MAX-1); 
OUT:fclose (datfp); return n; 

}; 
If==========================E===s========== 

idefine Unknown -1 
fifteec========================tc=====E============== 

typedef struct 
short n; Il voiting numbers 
short pos, II position in string 
double value; livalue 

) RSLT old; 

fl--- 
void HistCollect(short NOfWin, short St, short Fin, PRT &Db); 
RSLT old LineEstimation (short TagSize, PRT &Db, short NOfWin, 

short WSize, double Thr); 
int Linelnf(const PRT &P, PRTT, short rv, short Xpos, struct videoconfigvc); 
double Linlinter(PRT &P, short WNum,short WSize double Pt); 
void HistThresh(short H, short "Botthr, short TopThr, short num); 

fendif 

A8 
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PFStart p(){returnst pnt;} 
PT End p()(return end pnt;} 

friend int Udist(DIRLINE I); 
friend PT cross line(DIRLINE Line 1, DIR LINE Line2); 
friend int INside(DIR LINE 11, DIRLINE 2, DIR LINE 13, DIR LINE 4,int 
col, int row); 
}, 

ca 

class LINE PROJECTION 
{ 
private: 

double proprin; fl. 
public. 
DIRLINE RI, Pr; 
LINE PROJECTION(){ 
DIRLINE 1: Ri=1; Prj=1; 
proprim=0; 
} 

LINE PROJECTION (DIRLINE 11, PT p, DIRLINE pr, PT p pr); 
double Ro for P(double P) 

(return ( (P'(1+propm))/(1+P"propm)); 
} 

double P for Ro(double Ro) 
(return (Ro/(1+(1-Ro)"proprim)); 
} 

friend DIR LINE Line for PT pr(LINE PROJECTION line 1, PT pr1, 
LINE PROJECTION line2, PT pr2); 

friend DIR LINE Line for PT ri(LINE PROJECTION line 1, PT p1, 
LINE PROJECTION line2, PT p2); 

}, 
11========================s============sess 
class GOOD DIR LINE.public DIRLINE 

(public : 
double Oual; 

GOOD DIRLINE(){Qual=0} 
GOOD DIR LINE(SCRPNT St, SCRPNT End) 

(Oual=0; 
"(DIR LINE)this=DIRLINE::DIR LINE(St, End); 

II void OnDraw(short incr) 
11 {PT st=Start p(), stp=End p(); 
If moveto( (short) stu, (short) (st.vtincr)); 
If lineto( (short) stp.u, (short) (stp. v+incr)); 
If ) 

}, 

typedef struct LINE PROJECTIONL left, Limid, L. right; 
5 
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DIR_LINE 101,112, 123, 130, 
DIR LINE 101 pr, 12 pr, 23 pr, 130 pr; 

} 
RECT_RESOLVED, 

#endif 

52 
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#ifndef RESMCH 
#define RESMCH 
#include <graph.h> 
#include "projctn3.h" 
#include "picmcha.h" 
#define NTSCO 
#define HS 1 
#define New plan 2 
#define RGB 3 
#define LUMIN THR 4 
#define HS 5 
If=EEEcEE==E=================FFFFFFFFF==== 

typedef struct 
(double c(3) 
} COLORVEC; 

void GRAPHOUT(int ex=0); 
int GRAPHICS START(struct videoconfig"vc, short GR mode); 
void match vertex(SCR PNT v); 
int. Cdecl c_comp(const void "elem1, const void "elem2); 
short interpol(shorts, double x, doubley); 

COLORRGB INTER pix color rgb(PCT p1, PTPT now); 
COLORRGB INTER pix color rgb median(PCT p1, PT PT now); 

const COLOR VEC NORMLRGB={256,1,1}; 
const COLORVEC NORM simple=(256,256,256}; 

COLOR VEC ("PointColorFunct(short M))(COLOR RGB p1, double 
Thresh mdl); 

COLOR VEC color space NTSC(COLOR RGB p1, double Threshmdl); 
COLORVEC color space RGB(COLOR RGB p1, double Threshmdl); 
COLOR VEC Color space NEW(COLOR RGB p1...double Threshmdl); 
COLORVEC color space RGB simple(COLOR RGB p1, double 
Threshmdl); 
COLOR VEC color space LUMIN THR(COLOR RGB p1, double 
Threshmdl); 
COLOR VEC color space IHS(COLOR RGB p1, double Threshmdl); 
endif 
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#ifndef VICAL8 - 
define VCAL8 

#include Cwmemory.h> 
typedef unsigned char byte; 
unsigned char far virtalloc(shortxdim,short ydim), 
endif 

s 
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else 
out.c=0.0; 

return out; 
} 
If==============E=====E===== ESSEEEEEEE 
If 

?"COLOR VEC Comelation single 1 (COLOR VEC conv,AVERAGE VEC 
t, AVERAGE VEC w, 

COLOR VEC int v) 
{COLOR VEC out; 
int i; 
double sing conv=0; 
double sing var=0; 
for(i=0;iC3;i-H) 

if(int v.c) 
{ 
sing conv+=Conv.ci}; 
Singl war---t.vari-w.vari); 
} 

out.co-Out.c.1Fout.c2}=Sng convisng var, 

return out; 

AVERAGE WEC LineMoments(PCT&T, DIR LINE Line, short map) 
{COLORRGB col; 
COLORVEC ve; 
AVERAGE VEC out-((0,0,0,0,0,0), (0,0,0,0,0,0}}: 
PT now. 
short length=U dist( Line); 
doubled; 
short j, i.k, STX END X, now X; 
double relen, delta V, 
PT st, stop; 
if(length-0) 
(st=Line. End p(); 
stop=Line. Start p(); 
length=fabs(length); 
} 
else 
(st=Line. Start p(); stop=Line. End p(); 
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constint step?=9, stepg=9, stepb=21, 

COLORRGB "make palette() 
{COLORRGB "pit=NULL; 
long now, Lut256); 
long dr,dg, db. 
short i,j,k, num; 

Ifs===========================s============ 
short color num(short r, short g, short b) 

return num; 

If=====s====================================== 
void write sign rgb(char *name, PCT pict now) 

inter r, 
char name of file(80); 
streat(stropy(name of file, name),"rgb"), 

FILE datfp. 
inty, info; 
datfp=fopen(name of file,"wb"), 
info= fileno(datfp); 

if(info <= 0) 
printf("bad name 1"); 

inhdr. cols=pict now.S. Cols, 
inhdr. rows=pict now.'s rows, 
inhdr.bpp=3; 

er r= write(infa, (void)(&inhdr), sizedf(PHDR)); 
for(y = 0, y < pict now. s rows, y++) 

{ 
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#include <graph.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include "projctn8.h" 
Il For Constructor Calculate ratio of Lengthes. 

II FOR CONSTRUCTOR Fil Members 
11888.88888888 
LINE PROJECTION: LINE PROJECTION 

(DIR LINE 11, PT p, DIR LINE pr, PT p pr) 
{ double P, Ro; 
R=1; 
Prj-pr, 
P = 11.RATIO for PT(p); 
Ro= pr. RATIO for PT(p pr); 
if (P && (1-Ro)) 

(proprim-(Ro-P)/(P'(1-Ro));return;}; 
cout << "LINE UNRESOLVABLEVn"; 
} 

PT cross ine(DIR LINE Line 1, DIR LINE Line2) 
(PT out; 
double det; 
if(det=Line1.a"Line2.b-Line2.a"Line1.b) 

(out.us (Line1.b"Line2.c-Line1.cLine2.b)/det; 
out.V(Line1.c"Line2.a-Line2.cLine1.a)/det; 
} 

else out.u-out. W=0; 
fifdef DEBUG 

SetColor(O), 
ellipse(GFILLINTERIOR, (short) (out.u-1),(short) (out v-1), 

(short) (out, u-1), (short) (out.v-1)); 
endif 

return Out, 

Il Bield real space line connecting points X1 and X2 
III X1 belongs to line 1, X2 to line2: 
11 PT pr1 - projection X1 
11 PT pr2 - projection X2 
11 LINE PROJECTION line 1, line2 
DIR LINE Line for PT pr(LINE PROJECTION line 1, PT pr1, 

LINE PROJECTION line2, PT pr2) 

{ 
double P, Ro: 
PT p1, p2; 

2. 
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Ro=line1.Br. RATIO for PT(pr1); Irelative point position at line 
P=line1.P. for Ro(Ro); 
p1=line1.R.PT for P(P); 
Ro=line2. Prj. RATIO for PTC pr2); Irelative point position at line 
P=line2.P. for Ro(Ro); 
p2=line2. R. PT for P(P): 

DIR LINE in(p1.p2), 
return(in); 
} 
II Bield projection line connecting points p1 and p2 
III p1 belongs to line 1, p2 to line2: 
// PT p1 - projection X1 
| PT p2 - projection X2 
//LINE PROJECTION line 1, fine2 

DIR LINE Line for PT ri(LINE PROJECTION line 1, PT p1, 
LINE PROJECTION line2, PT p2) 

(double P, Ro, 
PT p1 pr, p2pr, 
P=line1.R.I.RATIO for PT(p1); |Irelative point position at line 
Ro=line1. Ro for P(P): - 
p1 pr:line1. PriPT for P(Ro); 
P=line2, RI.RATIO for PT(p2); Irelative point position at line 
Ro=line2. Ro for P(P): 
p2pr=line2. PriPT for P(Ro); 

DIR LINE in(p1 pr, p2pr); 
return(in); 

17 = 1 if point P in quagrangle 
int INside(DIRLINE 11, DIRLINE 12, DIR LINE 3, DIR LINE 4,int col,int row) 
(return(1.Left Right(col, row)&&12. Left Right(col, row)&&. 

13. Left Right(col, row)8.8l4.Left Right(col, row)); 
} 

|sts================================================ 

int U dist(DIR LINE 1) 
{return (i.end pnt.u- i.St.pnt.u), 
} 
|ss================================================ 
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#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <vmemory.h> 
#include "res mch&.h" 
#define AVERAGE 
#define SMOOSE INT 1 

extern double GAMMA, 
AfsetscastEEEEEEEEE=======E=Ec==EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 

COLOR VEC ("PointColorFunct(short M))(COLOR RGB p1, double 
Thresh mdl) 

{ switch (M) 
(case NTSC:return(color space NTSC); 
case New plan:return(color space NEW), 
case HSl:return(color space RGB); 
case RGB:return(color space RGB simple); 
case LUMINTHR:return(color space LUMIN THR); 
case HS:return(color space lS), 

}; 
return NULL; 
} 

11-c-e-c==============s=========== 
void GRAPHOUT(int ex). 

displaycursor(GCURSORON); 
setvideomode(DEFAULTMODE); 

if (ex) exit (ex); 

int GRAPHICS START(struct videoconfig"p vc, short GR mode) 
{ 
displaycursor(GCURSOROFF); 
setvideomode(GR mode); 

if grstatus( ) <0) return(1), 
getvideoconfig( p VC), 
make palette(); 

return 0; 

Il-sorting vertexes 

int caecil coomp(const void "elem1, const void "elem2) 
{ 

if (((SCRPNT)elem1)->c >((SCRPNT) elem2)->c) 
return 1 

else 

if(((SCR PNT) elem1)->c < (SCRPNT")elem2)->c) 
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return out, 
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void cort win proto(PCT win source, PCT Proto, SCR PNT win size 
short win step, double CORR THRESH, 
short StripEnds); 
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Il Module calculates correlation functions of PROTO 1 and set of 
II prototypes. Set of prototypes' names is defined by a MASK correspondes 
II to names generated by MAKEPRB and has next structure: 
I (path)&RRW. P.rgb 
If Where 
// (path) - optional name of directory, 
If & - first letter of file nate 
// RR - two digits corresponding to prototype's hight 
If (RR= 1632 48 64) 
// W - number corresponding to window number (See 
MAKEPRB 
If description. 
?/ P prototype Number 
11 MASK includes ONLY path]&RRW and programme will 
// calculate correlation functions for prototypes with P from 0 to 
ll first not existing number. 

// COMMAND STRING 
// 
II inscort <PROTO 1 Name> <MASK> Command File 
If 
If <PROTO 1 Name> Fiie name of PROTOTYPE without 
extention 
II CMASK Mask for prototypes FileNames without extention 
and 

Prototype's number. 
// (Command File Optional ASC file with a run time parameters. 
// 
1/ INPUT 
If RGB files of prototypes and corresponding SGN files created by 
11 module MAKEPRB. 
// RUNTIME parameters: 
I 
II OOOO -shift for all cases have to be O 
I/ <CalorSpace> 
// We have used 1 - as worked only with a luminance 
// <Window width:2 
// We have used 8 
IISEE ALSO FILE "LNS CORR.INI" 
11 OUTPUT 
// Correlation functions in PROTO 1.DBC file. 

#include <Stdlib.h> 
finclude <Conio.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <graph.h> 
#include Cfloat. H> 

Go 
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#include <io.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <ctype.h> 
#include CIOstream.h> 
#include <afx.h> 
#include "LNS CORR.h" 
#include "Cor win2.h" 
#include "vicalloc.h" 

charf name|40}="L", FILE name{40)=" ", FRAME. Name(40}="", 
ARGV 130}="L", 

STRING name|40}=" ", SIGN name(40)="", TAG_name{9}="", 
drive(3)=" ", dir(30)="", 

ext5=" ", tag frame, 
double GAMMA=1.0, CORR THRESH=0.0, Threshmd=0.0; 
short MAP: 
short VOITING=3, TAG hight; 
struct videoConfig vo; 
FILE "datres; 
int FLGWRIGHT=0; 
double sh(4}=(0,0,0,0}; 

PCT pict target, pict proto; 
FILE out rsit; 

int picture inf(char name, SCRPNT vertexes); 
int picture inf num(char *name, SCRPNT vertexes,short n); 
int get number(); II INITIALISATION GRAPHICMODE, GET SCALE 
int get number 3(); II INITIALISATION GRAPHICMODE, GET SCALE 
void get shift f(FILE f, doublesh); II INITIALISATION GRAPHICMODE, 
GET SCALE 
void get shift(double sh); II INITIALISATION GRAPHICMODE, GET SCALE 
int get number 3 f(FILE ); // INITIALISATION GRAPHICMODE, GET 
SCALE 
int picture inf num_2(char *name, SCRPNT vertexes, short n, char "ext); 
int picture inf num_new(char *name, SCRPNT vertexes,short n); 
IISSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 

short PRESENT HIGHT=32, CALCHIGHT =32; 

FILE INP PROTOCOL: 
FILE PROTOCOL. 

CString PROTOCOL_NAME; 
CString PROTOCOLSTART, 
CString PROTO1 HEADER=CString:CString( 

d 
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"PROTO File\tFRAME. Name\STRING name\tS name\tSLengthstWinLengt 
h\tSPACE\n"); 

CString PROTOTAG HEADER=CString:CString( 
"TAG_File\tFRAME. Name\tSTRING name\tS. Name\tLegnth\tCOMM\n"); 
Ips==== 

void init protocol (char name) 
(short FLG: 
FLG= access(PROTOCOL_NAME,0); IIO if exist 
PROTOCOL=fopen(PROTOCOL_NAME,"a"); 
if(FLG) 
fprintf(PROTOCOL'AUTO and CROSS correlation functions \n %s", 

PROTO1 HEADER); - 
PROTOCOLSTART=name; 
PROTOCOL START+="t"; 

Af======cactice centeeaetet 

int open inp prot(char *name) 
{if(!(INP PROTOCOL=fopen(name,"r"))) return 1; 
//split first str 
fscanf(INP PROTOCOL,"%"A\ns"); 
return 0; 
} 
IISSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
I/return file name without extwintion in "name" and TRUE 1 if file exist; 
int next pict(char *name, char mask, char "ext, int num) 

Iff numa-2 initalisation; 
Af -1 next 
I >0 adding this # to mask 
11 NULL if notexist file with "rgb" 

(static int now, 
charful name.80); 
stricpy(name, mask), 
if (num==-2)now-0; 
else if (num==-1) 

now----, 
else if (num<0) return 1. 
else now num, 
itoa(now, name+strien(name), 10); 

strcat(stricpy(full name, name), ext); 
I1 if file exist 

return(access(full name, 0)); 

ca 
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- else 
if(argc ==4) 

(FLGF=1: 
ift (data.inf=fopen(argv[3]."r"))) return O; 

- 

if(FLG F) 
(get-shift f(data.infish); if GET SCALE 
get number 3 f(datain?); // GET SCALE 
} 

else 

get shift:(sh); // GET SCALE O 
get number 3(); 
} 

stropy(ARGV-1, argv[1]); 
PROTOCOL_NAMEs argv[1 J. 
PROTOCOL_NAME+="disc, 
initProtocol (argv[1]); 

l/SE============== GRAPHICS START 

f(GRAPHICS START(&ve, GRAPHMODE) exit(-1); lists===== TARGET PICTURE name and vertexes 
SCR-PNT target pos; lf CONSTRACTOR default O,O 
Short Stridescri 17) 
-splitpath(argv[1], drive,dir, TAG_name,ext ); 
Pic target=sign stora ge_rgb(argv[1], ve); 
if ReadStrinf(argv[1 l, StrDescr)) 

(printf("STR PROTO not exist"); GRAPHOUT(-1);return-1; }; 

winsize.r-pict target. Srows; 
winSteps winsize. C, 

lf"PROTO FiletF M-NametSTRING_namelts nameSLengthwine h\tSPACE\n"); 
fprintf(PROTOCOL."%s %8st%6s\%.12st%4dt'44du%.12sn%s", (Const char 

"O-STARIFRAME. Name STRING name signan, P-targes cols.wnsize.cSPIMAP 
(const char ) PROTO TAG_HEADER) 

(f========= PROTOTYPE LOOP OVER names 
char Pooname|NAME_LENGTH) buffa SCRPNT proto posz 
loop over masks 
freturn file name without extention in 
Short proto-number=0; ?h; 0, 
while(next pict( Proto name, ar 

proto number=-1; //next; 
SCR PNT pr_v4). 

name" and TRUE 1 if file exist; 

gv2),"rgb", proto number)) 

94. 
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// PROTO INFORMATION IN PROTOCOL 
pict proto-sign storage rgb(proto name, vC); 
picture in num2(proto name, priv,0," str"); //only for SIGN name 

11 "TAG. File\tFRAME. Name\tSTRING name\tS. Name\tLegnthn") 
fprintf(PROTOCOL,"%12s\t %8s\t %6s\t %12s\t %4d\n", 

proto name, FRAME. Name, STRING name, SIGN name, pict protos cols); 

TAG hight=pict proto.srows, 
If TARGET PRESENTATION 

clearscreen(GCLEARSCREEN); 
proto pos.c=target pos.cF10; 
proto poS. F(target poS. F10)+pict target.s rows-5, 
sign present RGB(pict target, target pos); 
sign present RGB(pict proto, proto pos), 

If============================E2c2a: 
cort win proto(pict target, pict proto, 

winsize, winstep, CORR THRESH, Stridescr); 

pict proto.free PCT(); 
} 
displaycursor(GCURSORON); 
setvideomode(DEFAULTMODE); 

pict target.free PCT(); 
follose(PROTOCOL); 
return(0); 

void get shift f(FILE f, double "sh) If INITIALISATION GRAPHICMODE, 
GET SCALE 

void get shift(double sh) II INITIALISATION GRAPHICMODE, GET SCALE 
(int i; 

coutgg "vertexes shift over rows (top right, bottom right, bottom left, 
top left %\n"; 

for (i=0;iz4; it--) 
cin>>shi); 

5 
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(th=out, climax v. 
If THRESHOLDING 

if(th-0.2) 

} 
return Out, 
} | 
11----s=============================================s======= 

COLOR VEC ("Point.ColFunct())(COLOR RGB p1, double Threshmdl) 
{ switch (MAP) 

{case NTSC:return(color space NTSC), 
case New plan:return(color space NEW), 
case HSl:return(color space RGB), 
case RGB:return(color space RGB simple); 
case LUMIN THR:return(color space LUMIN THR); 
case IHS:return(color space IHS); 

}, 
return WJLL, 
} 
EEE test::::::classessessessee 

const short CH HIGHTD=100, CH BASE D=470, 
CHHIGHT=100, CH BASE=450, t pos=40; 

//ssses=========s======es=============================== 
double scale fact=1; 
//===============s====C-erectic-E================= 
void corr win proto(PCT win source, PCT Proto, SCR PNT win size 

short win step, double CORRTHRESH,short StripEnds) 
{ 
short i. 
char mess(4O); 
short F=O; 
COLORVEC ("p funct)(COLOR RGB p1, double Threshmdl); 
p funct=Point.Col.Funct(); 

PCT win(win size.c, win size, r); 
PCT tag(win size.c, win size.r); 
SCRPNT stt,st win; 
AVERAGE VEC middle win(64), middle tag; 
const AVERAGE VECz=({0,0,0},{0,0,0}}: 

COLOR VEC "cort now, cr; 
const COLORVECz col={0,0,0,0,0,0); 
int line size=win sources cols +Proto.s Cols; 

I/memory allocation 

OC 
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if((cort now- (COLORVEC) malloc( 
sizedf(COLORLVEC) (size t) line size 3))==NULL) 

(printf("WIN NOT MEMORY"); return:}; 

stt.r-O, 
double did, 

st win.r=0; 
short K, FLG COL=1; 
short StripStart, StripStop, 
short PartNum; 
k=PartNum=0; 
while(StripEnds(PartNum->=0) 

(StripStart=StripEnds(PartNurn++}; 
StripStop=StripEnds(PartNum++); 
for (st win.c=StripStart; 

st win.c--win size.cg=StripStop;st win.c-win step, k++) 
{ 
FLG COL=1; 

for(i=0;izline size:cort now(i++Fz col); 

win.load template(win source, St win), 
middle wink-average(win, Thresh mdl.,p funct); 

#ificef MC 
fendif 

const COLOR VECz UNIT=(1.0.1.0.1.0); 

for (st t.c=0; st.t.cg=Proto.s cois-win size.c;st tic---) 
{ 

fees============EEEEEEEEE=======csec= 
tag-load template(Proto, stit); 
middle tag=average(tag, Threshmdlp funct); 

If DIFF ABS VALUES 
#ifaef SINGL VAL 

cr=template conv1( tag, win, Threshmdl,z UNIT,p funct); 
stricpy(mess," VECTOR Approach to CORRELATION"); 
Cornowstt. C=Corteiation single 1 (Cr, middle tag, middle win(k,z 

UNIT); 
#ifdef ABS VALUE 

strcpy(mess." DIFF ABS VALUES/ max ABS VALUES"); 
C 

template abs diff. 1 (tag, win, Thresh mol,z_UNT,p funct, 
middle tag, middle winck); 

else 
cr=template conv1( tag, win, Thresh indi,z UNIT,p funct); 
strepy(mess," PEARSON CORR. "); 
cort now(stt.c)=Correlation(cr, middle tag, middle wink),z UNIT); 

ifendif 

o 
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#endif 
| ONLY LUMINANCE 
If streat(mess," ALL 3 COMP"); 

streat(mess." Only O COMP"), 
corr now(st tic).c1}=Connowist t.c). C2F 

corr nowstt.c. CIO). 
#ifdef MIC 
draw color Cort-1 ( 
connowst.c), FLG COLCH HIGHTD, CH_BASE_D, CORR THRESH, 

st tic, Proto.s cols), 
FLG COL=0; 
fendif 

} 
If------FILL PROTOCOL 
IIS WILL BE USED AS SEPARATOR FOR READING 

fprintf(PROTOCOL"S\t%s\tS\t%4d\t S\n", mess, st win.c); 
for(=0;izProtos cols;i-H) IONLY O COMP 

fprintf(PROTOCOL,"%6g\t",cort now(i).cO), 
fprintf(PROTOCOL." \n"); 

} 

win.free PCT(); 
tag.free PCT(); 
free((void")corr now); 
return, 

void draw chart(double dist line, short n, double max value, 
short CH HIGHT, 
short CH BASE,double THRESH, 
short tipOs) 

(short i,j, 
double p, 
crit=max value; 
if(max value) 
for (i-O;ian;i----) 

crit=(dist line{i}>crit)? dist line(i):Crit; 
else crit=max value; 
f(crit) 

crit=1; 
p= CHHIGHT(1-THRESH/crit); 
moveto( 0, CH BASE-CH HIGHT ); 

feela 
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